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Cloudten’s on-demand Elastic Managed Cloud™ service
aligns perfectly with the flexible, efficient, pay only for what
you use philosophy of the cloud.
Unlike many other managed services providers whose
business has been about traditionally hosted infrastructure,
we were born in the cloud. Our managed cloud service was
designed specifically for cloud infrastructure and workloads.
We leverage AWS specific tools and techniques to
continuously optimise your AWS environment for cost,
stability and security. Importantly, Elastic Managed Cloud’s
pricing model does not disincentivise cost cutting across
your AWS estate as many other MSPs do.
Cloudten provides cloud solutions and managed services,,
helping enterprise organisations implement, manage, and
intelligently integrate cloud technologies.

Is your managed services provider stuck in the 90’s?
Cloudten’s Elastic Managed Cloud™ is a premium offering that provides 24x7x365
management, monitoring, provisioning and troubleshooting of your cloud estate.
Many managed services providers today have moved to offer managed cloud services. Unfortunately, these
are often re-hashes of their traditional on-premises managed services contracts and are based on
inappropriate, inefficient or outdated frameworks that do not map well to the cloud.
Ongoing cloud monitoring and optimisation is crucial to gain and maintain the benefits of hosting in the
cloud. Increased security and regulatory risks, unused resources and inappropriately sized instances are all
common in an unmanaged cloud environment. With Elastic Managed Cloud™ Cloudten are redefining
managed services for the cloud age and addressing these issues in an easy to consume on-demand model.
Managed services in the cloud is often based on percentage of AWS spend, this model does not align with
customer interests as MSPs are disincentivised to drive down costs. Managed services costs can also vary
wildly from month to month making financial commitments unpredictable. Cloudten’s innovative pricing
model ensures that we will always act in your best interests.
Elastic Managed Cloud™ includes a named AWS Professional certified architect who leads a dedicated
support team on a per customer basis ensuring important environment, application and historical
knowledge is retained.
Log Monitoring and Analytics:
Collection and review of all system,
application, and infrastructure logs. Review
of logs and escalation of related findings as
appropriate.
Cloud Optimisation:
Cloudten continuously monitors your cloud
utilisation and gives early warning of
potential issues, opportunities to cut costs by
downgrading cloud instances, downsizing
unnecessary resources and imposing uptime & down-time policies.

Infrastructure and Application Monitoring:
Cloudten works with your team to design and
deploy appropriate application and infrastructure
monitoring. Custom dashboards give complete
visibility of the health of your cloud estate.
24x7x365 monitoring of server and application
uptime and resource usage.
Managed Security and SIEM Monitoring:
Cloudten’s security focused experts partner with
industry leading managed security providers to
deliver best in class security solutions across your
AWS infrastructure.

Contact us to learn more about Elastic Managed Cloud™ and how Cloudten can assist you – 1800 552382
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